Across

1. (n) one's enemy
6. (n) one's prey
8. (v) to travel across
14. (adj) unable to be thought of
15. (adj) braided
19. (v) to gather
20. (n) a monkey or ape

Down

2. (n) explanatory
3. (adj) of or relating to an unconscious thought
4. (n) a Greek pastry
5. (n) the state of being extremely happy
7. (n) a deep canyon, usually narrow
9. (n) a smelly gas
10. (v) to uncover, as in information
11. (n) a literary work which ridicules a part of human nature or society
12. (adj) straightforward, usually without consideration for feelings
13. (v) to cut out a part of a book or other literary work
16. (v) to attract or tempt
17. (n) a cutting out of something
18. (n) complete honesty

Word List:
abridge
adversary
baklava
blunt
candor
congregate
excision
expository
ferret
Freudian
inconceivable
lure
plaited
quarry
ravine
satire
simian
sublimity
sulphur
traverse